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The Frieda Lawrence Collection of D. H. Lawrence Manuscripts: a Descriptive Bibliography, by E. \V. Tedlock, Jr. Albuquerque: University of
New Mexico Press, 1948. $3.50. .t- '
This book presents a thorough, descriptive summary and bibUography
of the manuscripts and typescript~ which Frieda Lawrence has saved from
the mass of work which her husband left at his death. The author has included nine other manuscripts, owned by Lawrence's friends and made
available in Taos. The thoroughness of the work makes it an indispensable
first step in any future criticism and scholarship concerning Lawrence. Tedlock has laid ~e foundation for accurate, discerning and complete scholarship, which has been notoriously missing from the work produced since
Lawrence's 'death. He has also 'made an excellent beginning of his own
study of Lawrence in America~'a work which needs to be done by such a
man as he, if the highly impressionistic accounts by Lawrence's contemporaries are ever to be put into intelligible and credible order.
Tedlock's introduction provides a clear~ccounting of the work ,which
went into the preparation of this book. Each manuscript and typescript
receives adequate bibliographical description, with alterations of title,
changes of or errors in pagination~ descriptions of paper and watermark,
and statements of publication. In addition, a discussion of the origin of
each is given, wherever the information has been available; Tedlock has
gone to several sources for this information: the invaluable Letters, the collection of ~is posthumous -papers, and the"'-many biogr.aphical accounts
written by his friends. The annotative comments frequently include comparisons of manuscript with published versions - this last to show the
changes and corrections of style and organization which occurred in the
progress of Lawrence's wri~ing~ These notes are necessarily reduced to
publishable size, but in their present form they are still extremely valuable.
Two inclusions merit special mention: the notes written by Lawrence
between February, 1920, and November, 1924, which provide factual detail
concerning his work and his financial arrangements with publishers during
these years; and a study of the still unpublished second version of Lady
Chatterley's Lover, comparing it with the first and third versipns. This
essay offers Tedlock his only real opportunity for demonstrating his ability
as a critical scholar, and even here his observations are confined to the evi-
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dence which the manuscript contains. There is almost no direc:t suggestion
in the book of its author's talent as a critic; but the reader has every reason
to hope that the care and skill shown in this study will also mark his ven".
tures into Lawrence biography and criticism.
Lawrence's posthumous reputation and influence have ycit to be adequately measured. Numerous critical reactions to his wQrk hate been published since 1930; many of these are perceptive and stimulating, but every
one of them shows in one way or another the lack of the -scholarly equipment needed to give any critical statement factual authenticity. Tedlock's
description of the bulk of Lawrence manuscripts does not provide all of
that equipment, but it is the most satisfactory move made iD! recent ye~.rs
toward completing the. preparations. Biography and criticism.' of Lawren~e
should show considerable improvement in the future because of Tedlock's
. work.
FREDERICK

J.

HOFFMAN

The King and the Queen, by Ram6n J. Sender. New York: The Vanguard
Press, Inc., 1948. $3.00.
In a painting by EI Greco, "The Burial of Count Orgaz," a remarkable conjunction appears between two worlds of feeling and faith, which
I take to be typical of the Spanish character. It is a painting bisected almost
exactly in the middle: the lower section shows a group of darkly costumed,
realistic figures in prayerful postures, their eyes turned upward; above them
in a scene of swirling clouds, the mobile figure of the Virgin accompanied
by child and cherubim float in attitudes of tfiercy. One is not startled by
the subject, which is after all conventional enough, but by the the happily
conceived duality of the divine and the mortal, the metaphysical and the
real, so sharply separated and yet so congruent and aware ofeach other. It
is the same conjuncti~n one notices between Don Quijote and Sancho
Panza; between Don Juan and the Lady Death; and in many places in the
Spanish romances between the earthy heroes of history and legend, and the
s~bolically divine figures who claim them suddenly in an unearthly reunIOn.
The best way I know of introducing Ram6n Sender's latest novel, The
King and the Queen, is to draw attention to this historical precedent in
Spanish art and to indicate that the conceptual character of the novel allies
it to those masterpieces I have mentioned.
"
The "lower section" tells the story of R6mulo, the gardener, and the
Duchess imprisoned by circumstance in her palace during the first few
weeks following the outbreak of the war of rebellion in Spain. It is also
concerned with the first idealistic flourishes of Republi<;an enthusiasm during the defense of Madrid, and the dreary catastrophes and acts of courage
which followed. showing that the war would last months and years longer
than either side had expected. But the "upper section," to which one's interest is gradually urged, carries the poetic theme of the b90k: the trans-
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formation of the gardener from servility to the manhood and kingliness of
his aspirations, and the concurrent transformation of the cold and socially
stratified Duchess to 'the wom'anhood and queenliness of the dream made
possible by the gardener's own awakening to the ideal of man's ,dignity.
R6mulo moves in both worlds, since the process of his transformation
drives him upward. From his place in an adjacent lodge he moves into the
basement of the palace, coming and going from the world of other men
stationed on the grounds, to th~ tower where the Duchess esconces herself
without the knowledge of those below. (In another sense, the Duchess is
therefore only a figment of R6mulo's imagination - his dream - since she
is identified and known throughout only by him.) The Duchess, to find
herself, can only move downward, floor by floor, till she and ,the gardener,
physically, and spiritually as well, have reached the same level. And her
arrival to the station of woman and queen is reached only by her death on
that level, while R6mulo reaches the station of man and king only when
he accepts her condition and when this acceptance has frozen her just an
arm's distance away from her burning reality as ,his dream. This platonic
act is fatalis'tically prefigured through a fictitious book which the Duch~ss
,reads during her last days. In it are found the words:
. . . . when the king - Il)an - desireth to fulfill himself in the ideal possession of
the queen, even unto attaining the apsolute of God, then is the harmony destroyed
and the order of matrimony ended. For to attain ambition is to slay the same,
and to realize therein the ambition- of self-ideal is beyond the power of man, save
by passing through death and misfortune.

Except for the relationship between the Duchess and the gardener,
which is a constant becoming, the book does not depend on the usual means
of character development and motivation, to be found in the so-called' realistic or psychological novel. There is Esteban, ~ donjuanesque lover and
cynic, who is called "the devil;" an~ Midge, the:: knee-high midget who draws
swastikas on the walls, speaks of the Fascist triumph, and battles rats in
the cellar; the puppets.of th~ Duchess's childhood now filled with a horrible
power of malevolence, since only they can speak the truth; and finally R6mulo and the Duchess themselves - th~y are all states of the soul, pUshed to
the extremity of .temptation and endurance. Ahd when the latter realize
themselves in a final meeting of recQnciliation, they rediscover the lesson of
acta est tabula, which is in substance the same lesson one finds in the
Calder6n play, La vida es sueiio. ,I\",
But Sender's climax and aenouement are intrinsically human. His
heaven of mercy is not the Catholic deus ex machina of misericordia. It is
an achievement which man has realized through his blood and his faith in
the ideal of the only life we have to lead under~the sky. That is why The
King and the Queen has the proportions of greatness in the Spanish sense.
With its Gothic atmosphere of Fomance, with its often melodramatic character of mystery and suspense, with its interlartling of symbols, it is always
more than a mere narrative ~r tour de force, celebrating as it does, n~t the
,
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cataclysms of violence, or the accidents of defeat, but the dignity of -man
when he is most himself, nearest the angels in his dark costume of mortality.
EDWIN ,HONIG

'The Creative Critic, by Carl Grabo. Chicago: The University of Chicago
Press, 1948. $ 3 . 0 0 . '
,
•
In most of its concepts this little book differs from the tre.nd of modem
criticism. It is neither "formal," nor "analytical," nor "classical," and for
those very reasons serves as a challenge to critical thought today. The Creative Critic regards criticism as principally justified in its stimulation of new
work; it holds that literature has an almost exclusively ethical bearing.
According to it, the best art is a liberated art, and a successful art must
achieve social purpose through wide dissemination. - Mr. Grabo presents
these ideas with brisk affirmation and (again pointing the difference from
most of the New Critics) in a few pages.
My own critical predilections would lead me to deny or strongly qualify
. most of the assumptions and conclusions of the book. Yet reading it was
an exciting experience, and I hope a valuable one for me and others, because of its sense of aggressive exuberance that a great deal of the New
Criticism lacks. Very fittingly, in view of Mr. Grabo~s several studies of
Shelley, the tone of that poet in his Defense of Poetry is felt again.
Just as Shelley~s answer to Peacock is rather indirect, so Mr. Grabo .does
not directly state· his case against the criticism of such writers as Winters,
Burke, and Ransom. While to do~that is probably not a part of his intention, his opening pages attack the Aristotelian tradition in criticism; and I
believe they would be more pointed if they attacked those survivals of that
tradition that are present in modem times. Also, I would confess myself
disappointed in the specific suggestions that Mr~ Grabo makes for new departures in the novel. His proposals for experimentation in both form and
content do not strike me as particularly original or interesting.
The specific suggestions - unlike the spirit of the book, which promises
either to persuade or awaken - will probably leave a good many readers
drowsy. Yet nearly all readers interested in the encouragement of literature
will feel that the author~s "proposed> literary foundation," which he describes
in his last chapter, deserves consideration. In brief, the foundation would
underwrite certain selected books in which publishers see great merit but
little market; it would be simple in organization, and would use channels
of publication already in existence. The need of such a foundation is strongly urged and the possible objections are happily met.
Though disagreement in critical theory is more evident than agreement,
practical judgments of what is great literature are more often in accord than
not. In similar fashion, though many may disagree with the theoretical pari
of this book, the practical step that it proposes ought to. secure widespread
approval. I hope that Mr. Grabo, who since last .:year has been a visiting
professor at the University of New Mexico, will find in our state the "man
of wealth and vision" upon whom he calls to endow the foundation.
GEORGE ARMS
~ -

I.
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Of Good Family~ by Hans Otto' Storm; edited by David Greenhobd. New
York: The Swallow Press and William Morrow and Company,. 1948.

$3.00•
David Greenhood has done an a~able job of editing this volume
of the works of Hans Otto Storm, who was killed in 1941 while at work on
an Army radio transmitter in San Francisco. It in.cludes all of Storm's
writings on Spanish-America and consists of the satirical novel, "Pity the
Tyrant," two ~hort stories, three essays, and a series of notes.. Th~ setting for
most of his writing is Lima, Peru, during the la'te 1920'S and 30'S. The
original typed manuscripts of all works appearing in the volume, except
"Pity the Tyrant," have been deposited in the University of New Mexico
Library together with a quantity of unpublished material.
Although Storm's untimely death cut short what promised to be a
notable career in the field of contemporary social analysis and satire, his
writings have established him as "one of our first-rank writers" in the words
of a New York Times review of his "Count Ten." Hans Otto Storm was
a combinatioq., all too unusual, of, th~ practical . scientist and the artist. In
1929 while in Lima, Peru, to install a new radio transmitter, he wrote "Pity
the Tyrant" which first brought him to the attention of literary circles•
.Sensitive in the extreme, Storm's was a creative spirit not only in the
realm of natural phenomena but also it}. the more intricate field of human
relationships. Hete was a man who, through acute awareness of the human
elements of his surroundings, could portray them accurately and intensely,
fitting them into an overall pattern of man's struggle which showed a farreaching sense of perspective. Philosophically, his direct antecedent was
Thorstein Veblen to whose thought many references can be found. Aware
of 'the sultry ,decadence of the civilization whi~ surrounded him, Storm
displayed an ever-present sense of humor, but one loaded with satire and
irony. By weaving together all of the relatively small day-ta-day components
of the situation in which he found himself, lie achieved in his works a narrative which mirrored the social currents of the region so faithfully that
the reader can feel not only the normality of the course of even.ts but also
the impending, breakdown which must take place' in the social pattern of
much of Latin America in order for its civilization to conform to the realities
of the prese~t day. In his painstaking analysis of details the reader can find
laid bare the actual workings of an outmoded ciyilization like. the inner
mechanism of a complicated machine. Due perhaps to his training and experience in the field of natural science, Storm's style is simple and direct.
His impressions are laid before the reader with clarity and force so that the
impact of his thought hits one squarely and creates an unmistakable impression.
'.
Pity the Tyrant~ which won for Storm the acclaim of such American
critics as Clifton Fadiman and the warning of the Peruvian government not
to return to that country, is. pervaded with a feeling of foreboding which
builds up almost to the point of a definite climax then relaxes under the
influence of fear and lack of confidence. It mirrors the decaying middle-class
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morality of much of Spanish America. The entire picture is one of eternal
endings, of frustrations.
In his essay, "Plain Men in the City of Kings," Storm scientifically investigates some basic differences between Lima and a North American city
of similar size and reaches conclusions regarding these differences. He sees·
the presence of a subject class of people and the power of tradition as dominant factors in the contemporary Spanish-American culture.
Other works in the volume include the short stories, "Quotation on
Romance" and "The Well-worn Mantle"; the essays, "Some Reflections on
South American Language and Literature" and "Censorship in Peru"; and,
a final section called "Notebook," a series of impressions glean<:d by Greenhood from Storm's notes and letters home.
At times Storm's analysis is almost too painstakingly clear and one is
aware of a Teutonic "thoroughness" and assuredness which make one question the validity of his conclusions. In all, Of Good Family is the record of
an engineer's impressions and analysis of a civilization no longer able to
meet the exigencies of the time and his attempts to come to grips with its
outstanding evils. Though the setting is Peru for the most part, the same
problems exist a~d the same influences are at work throughout most of
Spanish America; and, regarding the broader aspects of the problem, in the
words of David Greenhood, ". . . Spanish America only happens to provide
the light and atmosphere in which the moribund world-organis~.showup
unmistakably."
FRANK L.· BAIRD
Maria: the Potter of San Ildefon.so, by Alice Marriott. Norman: The Univer.
.
sity of Oklahoma Press, 1948. $3.75.

This is no book for the professional - artist or ethnologist. There is
practically no aesthetic evaluation of the pottery made at San Ildefonso, the
most famous of the Tewa Pueblo pottery-making villages of the Rio Grande
Valley north of Santa Fe. And much of this pottery - whether by Maria
and her husband. Julian, or by a dozen other disciplined artists - is of exquisite proportion and exciting texture. The ethnologist seeking an insight,
even one, regarding social structure, process of acculturation, religious organization, or a glimpse into the Tewa heart, will find nothing that he does
not already know to the point of satiation; and, I suspect, he will find a
great deal that is questionable or downright wrong. All of which is a little
vexing, and also a little beside the point. .
For Miss Marriott is not writing a biography of Maria and Julian for
the professional. She is writing for the moderately intelligent and moderately educated layman, who may be curious, or can be made curious, about
the great Maria and how she fashions art. As such Maria is partially successful. The not too critical reader should finish the book with a fairly clear
notion of how Maria and Julian (mainly the volatile, slightly unstable,
double-visioned Julian) "discovered," more accurately rediscovered, the
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technique for firing black, for red, for black on black. Unfortunately, however, the reader may in the end have an itching feeling that he has read
the biography of an Arkansas housewife - or of Alice Marriott - rather
than of Maria Martinez. He may slightly resent, also, Miss Marriott's not
too subtle implication that the above average American ~f voting age must
be addressed with a language slightly similar to that which Uncle Wiggily
readers are customarily expected to relish.
Maria is a delicate, strong, fierce observ~r and transformer; Julian, as
inventor and stimulator, must have been equally'talented. Such persons
are not merely beings of joy and sorrow, of patience and endurance, of
sophistication and courage - not merely pleasant and respected citizens living in the best of ajl possible worlds, Little Roek or Ildefonso. They are,.
and in several ways,· exciting personalities of complexity, imponderables,
• .
intense ego; and ~unassessed balance.
One reason for Miss Marriott's inability to analyze more than the surface aspects of character probably lies in her unfortunate choice of narrative
strategy - a strategy consciously selected, I am afraid, on the base assumption
that the moderately educated and intelligent reader carries the experience,
judgment, and understanding ofa twelve-year-old. Her strategy is the all
too familiar one that depends entirely on the dramatic episode,,~the time
of exterior happening and crisis; it is the approach that deliberately neglects
to search for the result, the meaning of the happening as it begins to take
form and philosophic value in the mind of the observer. Despite what the
radio, Hollywood, the newspaper, and Miss Marriott believe, I am ~con
vinced that even the twelve-year-old is ultimately more concerned ..willi his
judgment of the experience than with the experience itself.
But with all its shortcomings, Maria will serve its laudable purpose of
arousing a good deal of sympathetic interest in Pueblo pottery, and of
stimulating further sympathetic feeling for Pueblo culture. This is no
slight accomplishment, especially when one reminds himself that Miss
Marriott was faced with a most difficult subject. To penetrate the meaning
of a talented personality of one's own culture requires a mighty effort, discipline, and intelligence. To sound beneath the surface of a person from an
alien culture requires the fire ~nd agony of a great artist.
CHARLES ALLEN

Los Hispanos, by Aurora Lucero-White; illustrated by James Morris. Denver: Sage Books, Inc., 1947. $1.00.
It is an unpleasant comment upon American society that words designating cu~tural groups often are freighted with more insidious meanings
than words like "bankers, teacher~, mechanics," which also distinguish segments of our population. Biased connotations make necessary the invention
of unstigmatizedierms like Los Hispanos, the title of Aurora Lucero-White's
pamphlet. As long as Los H ispanos remains strictly within the author's definition - "persons o{ Spanish speech" - the, term is useful, although it fails
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to imply limitation to the American Southwest. But if "Hispano" is spoken
by "certain persons, with ulterior motives (who) insisted upoll-calling the
natives Spanish-Americans," as the author points out in her foreword, that
word, too, could lose its savor. New names may help, but understanding
is more important, and on this score the book Los H ispanos is a contribution.
With grave simplicity and a childlike clarity of vision, Aurora LuceroWhite has written a primer of distinctive social events in the lives of Los
Hispanos, her own people. Brief essays entitled Baptisms, Weddings, Wakes,
Penitentes, and Fiestas, give basic descriptions of these #lffairs, employing
(with translatiQns in parentheses) New Mexican terms for the participants
and the parts of each ceremony. "Penitentiism is not Qn the decline," notes
the author, and "in the placitas where the order exists, the morada continues to be the hub of the wheel in the pattern of rural community living."
While outlining the various rituals, she hints ~t the complex structure
beneath, and poses a rhetorical question: "What possible chance could any
outsider have in untangling the skein of blood and social relationships that
existed in the New Mexico H ispano folk pattern?"
f
A frank over-simplification, Los Hispanos may~e recommended to anyone who wishes to begin to know the sensitive and admirable rural New
Mexicans. James Morris, basing his style upon native designs, has added
power to the book with six bold illustrations.
ROLAND F. DICKEY
~

The Republic of Texas: a Social and Economic History, by William Ransom Hogan. Norman: The University of Oklahoma Press, "1947. $3.00.
Rehearsal for Conflict: the War with Mexico, z846-z848, by Alfred Hoyt
Bill. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1947. $4.50.
Juarez and his Mexico, by Ralph Roeder. New York: The Viking Press,
1947. Two volumes. $10.00.
Texas history merits much study, for the political status of the Lone
Star State runs the gamut from a Spanish colony througli a republic to a
state in- the United States. Her military history is varied and colorful from
border and Indian wars to world conflicts. Although much has been written
on both the political and military history of Texas, little has been done in
social and economic history. This volume, therefore, finds a real: welcome.
Texas secured her independence from Mexico in 1836 when S~m Houston triumphed at San Jacinto, and the struggle of tIfe Alamo created a shrine
dear to the hearts of all Texans. Her separation from the Mexican Republic
came during troublous times, and troublous times continued. Yet the leaders
of the Republic, as Mr. Hogan points out, a notable group of men, among
them Sam Houston, Stephen F. Austin, Mirabeau B. Lamar, David G.
Burnet, and others, gave to the new state a heritage of real worth. Perhaps·
some Texans of today have speculated whether the republican days might
not have been better. But annexation brought an economic stabilization
that laid the basis for the splendid progress of today.
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Mr. Hogan writes a solid, well-documented volume, whose sources
range from contemporary letters and joirrnals, mission aqd church ~eGOrds,
official papers, newspapers, to an amazing collection of varied manuscripts
from the University of Texas Archives. From these sources we learn of
immigrants "gone to Texas,"- what experiences they had in settling, how
they lived there, building homes and towns, their amusements, their struggles, defeats and victories.. From 1836 to 1845 the Lone Star Republic
existed, and in that short period the pion~rs in a new land established "a
Texan way of life that still exists. . . ."
With annexation to the United States, the Texas problem soon brought
war between the United States and Mexico. Mr. Bill in his volume sets out
to counter, if possible, the rather common interpretation of the Mexican
War "as an act of unprovoked aggression." He feels thatmuch real cause
was present even though a backward Mexico suffered from inefficient, brutal
leaders, revolutionary armies, and unscrupulous dictators. Yet she had failed
to keep her international pledges, had provoked a number of diplomatic
crises, and was paid for-- the territory she lost five-sixths of the sum offered
her at the -outset -of the war. To President James K. Polk goes the credit
for the vision of his country extending from. ocean to ocean. And to Mr.
Bill, this often maligned executive is the "hero of the piece." Upon his inauguration in March of 1845, Mr. Polk was confronted with many problems:
Britain faced the United States on the Great Lakes, was on the Colombia
River, and held Jamaica and part of Honduras; south of Louisiana a weak
republic in Texas was a further threat: The annexation of the Lone Star
Republic, the boundary disp1,lte, and other unsettled iss:ues with Mexico
brought war~ Campaigns were planned by land and sea; Mr. Bill devotes
considerable discussion to the military aspects of the struggle. Political
rivalries lost Mr. Polk his next term as preSident, and he retired from Washington. In retrospect, Mr. Bill says of President Polk:
History has dealt harshly with him. Written chiefly by his political opponents
anci their descendants, it has presented him as little more than a small-minded
mediocrity and denied him due credit for either the vision that gave his country
its continental extent or the st~ad£astness with which party man though h~ was, he
placed the integrity of the Union above every other consideration.

In following the narrative of this military episode, Mr. Bill shows the Mexican War to be but the "rehearsal" for the civil conflict of the war between
•
the states.
There are a number of interestiilg illustrations, several maps, and a
short selected bibliography, but the volume is without documentation. Although written in a clear, flowing style, and interesting to read, this book
will not serve to bring a widespread revision of the interpretation of the
.
Mexican War..
One of the Mexican leaders whose life is interwoven with the Texas
question is the military dictator-president Santa Anna. In sharp contrast
to this opportunist is Mexico's great nineteenth century liberal ieader BenitQ Juarez..
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Mr. Roeder devotes two volumes to this remarkable Mexican.' Born of
humble parents of Zapotecan Indian stock in the mountains q£ Oaxaca,
Benito Juarez through sheer courag~ and determination educated himself
in the law. His integrity, ideals, and unremitting labor brought him to the
leadership of his country. Interrupted in his liberal leadership by the French
episode, he returned after the death of. Maximilian to restore the farsighted
constitution he had in part prepared. With a liberal instrument of government, President Juarez worked to alleviate the sufferings of the masses and
bring about social reform. His efforts were somewhat rewarded, but the
task was too colossal for the efforts of one man's life time. Mexico lost much
In the death of Benito Juarez, her great liberal idealist, and Porfirio Diaz
soon permitted the return of the caudillismo pattern of earlier days. This
account is not only a vivid picture of the times in Mexico, but also a study
of the character of the man whose leadership is paramount and whose ideals
inspired his countrymen.
In Juarez and His Mexico, Mr. Roeder has drawn a vivid picture of a
remarkable person. Althougb undocumented, and with only a short bibliography, this work is the most complete study of juarez in English to date. The
two volumes are a fine addition to the works interpreting this great Mexican; more such studies would be most welcome. There is\ yet to b~'written,
however, the definitive biography of Benito Juarez.
DOROTHY WOODWARD

The South During Reconstruction z865-z877 (A History of the South, v. 8),
by E. Merton Coulter. Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press,
1947· $5. 00•
: ..
The appearance of the initial volume in an elaborate history of the
South is of great interest, especially since it deals with one of the most difficult periods in American history. It would be impossible f-or anyone to
write 402 pages on The South During Reconstruction and please everyone.
Professor Coulter, however, has done an honest job and tells the story from
.
the usual Southern point of view.
Approximately half of the book deals with political history. We are
told in detail of how the South suffered at the hands of revengeful soldiers,
thieving Treasury agents, and corrupt legislators. The NegrQes were
wronged, too. At a time when few Northern states allowed them to vote,
and none allowed them to hold office, visionaries and designing politicians
dangled suffrage, social equality, and free land before their eyes. Coulter
says they set up suffrage and office-holding in the South "in the name of
justice" but "they were thoroughly insincere in their protestations." The
promise of land was "one of the cruelest frauds practiced upon w,e Negroes
by his supposed benefactors," "there was not the slightest chance! that Congress would pass the confiscation bill ..." Thaddeus. Stevens is usually regarded as a warm friend of the Negroes, but Coulter refuses to believe that
he was sincere. He says that if Stevens' controlling principle had been to
help the Freedmen,
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he would have worked out a Federal Aid program whereby the Government would
have bought from Southerners their surplus land and given it to the Negroes, or
sold it to them on a long-term payment plan. How humanitarian it really', would
have been if the money denied Southerners for their slaves could have reached them
by this other method, and the Freedmen have received· their.worth in land! The
Negro's high hopes were left to fade away; how much better for him, had they never
been raised.

,Coulter admits that the southern whites failed to do all they could to
rebuild the nation. Not a few left for Brazil, Mexico, or other parts. Some
refused to believe that free Negroes would make good .workers and schemed
to replace them with Chinese or EurOPean immigrants. Some southern
leaders advocated teaching the Negroes; many southern whites taught in
the schools of the Freedmen's Bureau; but education was allowed to become
only "a fad which soon lost its novelty for the majority of Negroes." The
unwillingness of southern planters to co-operate with the Freedmen's Bureau
in its efforts to improve race relations certainly contributed to the failure
of that institution. Southerners would have done well to have followed
Lincoln's advice to grant the suffrage to Negroes who'seemed most deserving
of it. At a time when there was no lack of interest in the defeated South,
even newspapermen failed to see the importance of getting favorable publicity for their section. A d€icade was to pass before Henry W. Grady was
to preach that the people of the South must forget the war, make friends
,
with the Yankees 'and build factories.·
Th~e last half of the book deals 'with economic and social history. The
author adds much to our knowledge of the growth of banks and cities, the
development of regional literature, and the leaders of the :New South. Abundant quotations from a wide variety of sources sh0'V' ~t, while there .was
much bitterness, ~e people did not lose their morale.
Professor Coulter's scholarly and interesting volume promises well for
this History of the South, of which it is a part.
MARION DARGAN

The Horse of the Americas, by Robert Moorman Denhardt. Norman: Uni. versity of Oklahoma Press, 1947. $5.00.
The reader leaves The Horse of the Americas with 'it vicarious soreness,
having adventured in the saddle of every celebrated New World horseman
from Cortez on his black Morzillo, who became a "hippomorphous deity,"
to Felix X. Aubrey, who raced from Santa Fe to Independence, Missouri,
in six days to win a' thousand-dollar bet frO:ql Kit Carson. For the timbers
of his corral, Robert Moorman Denhardt uses the :theme of introduction,
spread, and differentiation of horses throughout the Americas. Pitching
and kicking within this historic barricade is a herd of illustrious horses,
each branded by exploits shared. with his rider.
While frankly partial to Spanish deeds and Spanish steeds, Denhardt,
lays his biggest bet on the Quarter Horse, "which can trace one side of the
family to the Mayflower and the other to the conquistadores of Spain."
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Quarter-mile races achieved popularity in the Atlantic States bX the middle
seventeenth century because of "the lack of race tracks and straight stretches
of road." The Quarter Horse was developed as a utility anima!I, "the common man's horse," which had the virtues of a quick start and ~ gr~at speed
for short distances. "For three hundred years he has herded cattle, pulled
stumps, and planted cotton six days a week - and on the seventh he has
,
raced."
The Iberian strain in the Quarter Horse came with the e~ly and perpetually vigorous trade between the Americans and Spanish. colonies of
what is now the Southwestern and Southeastern United States. As might
be supposed, the modern horse was brought to America by Columbus, who
carried fifteen stallions and ten mares on his second voyage. Equ,us seemed
glad to be home, having been absent since the Glacial epoch, ror he Plultiplied with astonishing rapidity,' making possible the European conquest
of America, and changing the lives of hitherto footsore Indlans. These
tough Spanish horses were the result of centuries. of crossing petween the
heavy, hairy-legged European jousting horse, and the light "Barb" (not
Arabian) which'the Moors brought from Africa to Spain alQ~ilg with the
basic type of saddle and method of riding now characteristicaUy f\merican.
Ranches were established in Cuba and other islands for the lucrative business of supplying mounts to conquering expeditions.
In assembling Hispanic material heretofore little known in English,
, the author has condensed his notes on the horsemanship of jthe Atlantic
States and the "Gringo West," but the brief material is fresh aind amusing,
with a clearcut analysis of the development and specificatio~ of various
American breeds_ - Pintos, Mustangs, Albinos, and Appaloosas? The Palo-mino he calls a "glamour boy," which runs in color from "a well-seasoned
and polished Osage orange bow to the light color adorning the upper portion of a bottle of city-bought milk." He acquaints us with Latin American"
horses - Peruvian Morochucas, Caballos Chilenos, and the C:riollo popularized by Dr. Emilio Solanet of the Agricultural College in ~uenos Aires.
While pivoting around a single theme, The Horse of the Americas does
not suffer dullness, and if the ~ook were still larger it woul1 have given
the author time to explore for us such points ,as why Alonso de Ojeda,
whose mare was bitten by an alligator, should have been "danfing a jig on
a plank for Queen Isabella." Particularly in the earlier sectidns, less compression would have improved the author's style. The bibliob-aphy, effectively handled as a running commentary, might be enlarged to the advantage
o~ students. It is pleasant to ~ote" tile author's affection. fOrt"obert Cunnlilghame Graham, whose stones are even more penetrating an those of
W. H. Hudson. The book is far more useful than the index·, plies. Place
and proper names are not always easy to recall, and most mQdern indexes
have a paucity of subject headings.. Arms, armor; costume, gb.ld, missions,
ships and, shipping might have been added, as well as cincIi, cow horse,
diseases of horses, hackamore (Indian use), roundup, shoeing,. and veterinary

>
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practice. But these are minor defects in a stimulating, valuable, ana well- F • D ICKEY
written book.
R OLAND

The Constitutions of Colombia, by William Marion Gibson. purham,
North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1948. $6.00.
When part of the population of Bogota on April 9 of. this year looted
and burned a number of buildings and interrupted the session of th~ Ninth
Pan American Conference, the press of the world in general was amazed
that such an act should have taken 'place in Colombia, a country always
held to be extremely peaceful and democratic. This amazement vanishes
on reading the political history of Colombia as presented by Gibson.
The old struggle between the Centralistas and the Federalistas, which
later became a f€ud between conservatives and"liberals, cClJDe to a head in
1886 and again in 1930. In 1886 the Centralistas won the dispute and drew
up the Constitution which essentially still governs the country. The con- .
servatives remained in power until 1930, when Enrique Olaya Herrera, on
becoming President, started off theliberal era which lasted until 1946. At
that time, Mariano Ospino Perez was elected and is still occupying the presidency..
Ospina Perez goveme4 with a coalition of liberals and conservatives
until early in 1948, when the liberals withdrew from the government and
the President appointed a totally conservative Cabinet.
It is against this government and, above all, against Laureano G6mez,
Foreign Minister and leader of the conservative extremists, that the liberal
masses made their violent protest last April.
.
Gibson's book is a complete historical study of the constitutional evolution of C o l o m b i a . ,
Each English translation of the twelve important constitudonal texts
is preceded by a brief historical outline, followed by an analysis of the
political organization. The combination of the two is valuable to the student of comparative gover~ment.
The author, who knows his political science thQI'oughly, has known how to stress important changes in the political picture and the,essential
points in the ideological battle that still divides Colombia.
However, Mr. Gibson's preference for the chronologicafmethod causes
the important events, revolutions and such, to 100m larger in the reader's
mind, while he slides over institutional changes and forgets to a certain
extent the economic and social factors. He devotes the same space or more
to the historic constitutions, and mentions ~only sketchily those of this
century, principally the ones of the liberal administration of 1930-1946.
M.

J ORRIN

East of the Andes and West of Nowhere: a Naturalist's Wife in Colombia,
by Nancy Bell Bates. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1947. $3.50.
Yankee travel books on South America usually run to pa~tem. Nancy
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Bell Bates' East of the Andes and West of Nowhere is an exce~tion. It has
~. the usual anecdotes, but the humor is not always at the expense,of the Latin
Americans. The conventional pattern is altered by the sincerity of an American who genuinely lives and works in South America. The bopk is a frank
account of an isolated region in Colombia, the vicinity of Villavicencio,
cattle town at the foot of the mountains on the edge of the great eastern
plains that slip off into the unknown jungles of the upper Orinoco and
Amazon Rivers. Here the author's husband carries on yellow {ev.er research
under the auspices of the Rockefeller Foundation. And her~ Mrs. Bates,
the first "foreign woman" in Villavicencio, sets np housekeepirtg, sees three
daughters through their babyhood, brings up a much longer lin¢ of wilc;l and
exotic pets, and helps her husband in the laboratory and on field expeditions
into the surrounding "bush."
(
Between the li~es one glimpses the developing Colombian lfrontier, un(:olored by pseudo-political interpretations or romantic adv~ntures. On
every page there is the desire for understanding of an extrem~ll poor and
uneducated people in their struggle for freedom and progress.. Perhaps the
secret is that Nancy Bates is really "at home" here, for she has ~een brought
up with a deep love for the tropical wilderness itself, and a scientist's ready
acceptance of the "different" as interesting and instructive rather than merely incongruous. The reader is bitten by a multitude of insects~ is drenched
in tropical downpours, sleeps in hammocks in the homes of poverty stricken
frontiersmen, and copes with all the irritatiops and frustrati<fus !hat confront the American in out of the way parts of Latin America.; But he will
lay, down the"book with a warm sympathy for Col9mbians and a desire to
know more about their country.
,.'
JOHN C01.LIER, JRe
j

Today>~

Reflections on the TVorld
Books, Inc., 1948. $3-5 0 •

by Paul Valery. New YorJ: Pantheon
i.

There is hardly a sense in which these lectures and notes, covering a
period of fifty years, fit into any category of specialist obse~ation. Yet
they are disciplined, dispassionate, and lit by the poet's headlahlp, product
of a sensibility, strong as it is rare, fed by the richest vein of I imagination
and speculation of the French renaissance.
i
Paul Valery was the poet who, with an already establishe~ reputation,
gave up writing for twenty years to study philosophy and science. Thereafter he produced the now celebre,.ted Le Cimetiere Marin and La feune
"Parque~ poems as magnificent in structure and vision as any th)1t have been
written in this century.
~
Reflections on the World Today is dedicated to "those who adhere to
no system or political party and who, therefore, are still at liberty to question
. what is in doubt, and not free to deny what is beyond questioh." Without
the accustomed agility of the declas~d artist vauntinWhis an~c;hic subjectivism, and without the self-conscious scientificism of the soc~a1 specialist,
i

I

b
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Valery evaluates the situation of Europe and France with,a sense of responsibility only to the truth of man's intellectuaJ struggle with the elementS of
liberation and enslavement implicit in society since the Renaissance. Certain aspects of history, as the rise of dictatorships, he views as fatalities
engendered by the half-truths of politics and man's fear of his own freedom.
Because Valery's thinking is always definitive and anatomical, rather than
analogical or merely partisan; he is likely to offehd in the sarlle way that
Machiavelli used to, or still does, offend: by simply stating the case as it is
from the dictator's point of view and from that of the often wilfully sub.
jected majority. It is not cheap cynicism which impels Valery to see in the
establishment of the dictator one fulfillment of a people's normative aspirations, the last degree of those imposed by a liberal industrial state -on a
people "by means of time-tables, by all kinds of physical impacts upon the'ir
senses, by the demand for speed, by compulsory imitation, by the abuse of
mass production ... rendering them as similar as pos~ble even in their very
-'
tastes and amusements." .
In one sen~e, Valery's views corroborate the accounts of psychologists
like Erich Fromm, in his Escape from Freedom, and of ,historians like Carl
BeCker, in his last essays. In another sense, Valery is enacting the timehonored role of the artist as a dramatic protagonist of ideas. As a humanist
and Frenchman, Valery does not involve himself in a sweetbread of nationalist sentimentality as W. B. Yeats and Thomas Mann have· done. As a
thinker, he is more tough-minded; as an artist he is more aware of his positive
role as value-maker in a devaluating and devaluated epoch than are many
writers who have espoused the "right" causes at the "right" moments. One
does not therefore .take his considerable French culture-centrism as an aberration. One accepts it as a leiitimate basis to his claim for the histor~cally
enfranchised intellect, instead of excusing it, a~ one must Yeats' Irish fairyland and visionary mythology or Mann~s heroized Germanicism.
Finally: there are two facts which are important as indications of the
texture of Valery's th~nking. First~ his love of craftsmanship and solidityin a sense akiri to Henry Adams'; whenever he would illustrate some manifestation of mental stature in its complexity and civilized' greatness, he uses
the evidence of architecture. And second, his .disdain for intellectual
sops, the characteristic philosophic balms and props of theological specUlation; nowhere iIi his book is there any talk about faith or lack of faith as a
religious concern. The discipline, freedom and power of the mind as a
creative instrument is, however, everywhere affirmed and exemplified.
EDWIN HONIG

Cervantes Across the Centuries, edited· by Angel Flores and J. J. Bemardete.
New York: The Dryden Press, 1947. $1.85.

To publish a new book on Cervantes is no easy task. Critics and literary historians have just about drained the sources dry. Nevertheless, Flores
and Bemardete have managed to give us, in celebration of the four-hun-

.
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dredth anniversary of Cervantes' birth, a collection of critical essays by
contemporary writers published for the first time in English, and arranged
'
with systematic care.
Articles by Cassou and Morel Fatio provide a stimulating introduction
for the reader. The names of Menendez Pidal, Casalduero, Unamuno,
Americo Castro,. Groce, Waldo Frank, and others are in themselves an example of the selection made by the editors. Classiijed as purely interpretative, philosophic, or of an international perspective, the subjects are as varied
as literary criticism and the 'musical settings to Cervantes' texts. I would
not say that this collection is the best of the essays on Cervantes, but that
the aim of the editors was mainly to achieve the combination of a new
presentation in English with the high quality of the writers presented. In
the case of Unamuno, for instance, was selected an article on Castile and
not one o~ his valuable investigations on Cervantes already Jvailable in
English.
I
The editors have not restricted their selections to the work;i of Spanish
authors, but have gathered material from writers of other tongues and cuIt'!1'es, denoting a universality of art which i~ perhaps one of the ,few reasons
we may have for optimism in an age of world crisis. If art can transcend
political, economic, and social barriers, it is because it is nourisp.ed directly
by man and in man. We need n~t search far for Cervantes' etqrnal originality, because his two marvelous characters are in the deptJIs of every
conscience. They struggle always, and come together again; th~ contradict
each other - and later agree. Man sees the two sides of the <:a:se, but lets
himself be tempted by desire. Cervantes lives not only in all space but in
all time. The contents of Cervantes Across the Centuries show this to be
a fact and justify the title.
'M. J 0 R R I N

Matthew Arnold: a Study in Conflict, by Edward K. Brown. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1948. $3. 00•

l

Mr. Brown's Matthew Arnold: a Study in Conflict traces the growth of
Arnold's life-long conflict between disinterestedness and actioll, artistic detachment and practical criticism. Disinterestedness, which to ~nold meant
repose, dignity"serenity, and urbanity - in short, "the calm .t •• the disinterested objectivity" of the Age of Pericles - was a sine qua Inon. Arnold
taught that the man of culture must "see life steadily and see it whole" and
not espouse narrow loyalties and provincial views.· Above all he must not
engage in angry controversy. In matters which stir the emotipns and often
destroy serenity and detachment - religion and politics, for ~xample - the
true artist must avoid harsh personal comments, dogmatism, aJj1d contention.
He must suggest and insinuate, not pronounce. "I wish to decide nothing
as of my own authority," he said; "the great art of criticism is!~o get oneself
out of the way and to let humanity decide." His goal was "t6 look at the
ins and outs of things ... without hatred and without partiality, and with
a disposition to see the good in everybody all round."
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Unfortunately, theory and practice -clashed throughout his life...We
see Arnold, "a relatively unsysteIllatic thinker," torn between an ideal of
disinterested sos:ial and literary analysis and an irresistible urge to lay about
him with a stick. Impatience and anger, the arch foes of disinterestedness~
appear throughout his essays, often side by side with his most elaborate detachment. His attacks upon the debasement of ~nglish culture and the
Philistinism of the English middle class are often less serene than splenetic.
He describes the Westminster Confession as "whatever Principal Tulloch
may think ... a document absolutely antiquated, sterile, and worthless" and
the Presbyterian church services as "perhaps the most dismal performance
ever invented by man" - emphatic pronouncements which prompted Sir
Leslie Stephen to remark: "I often wish that I too had a little .sweetness and
, light that I might be able to say such nasty things Qf·my enemies." In God
and the Bible Arnold denounces the late Bishop of Winchester as a user of
"claptrap": "No talents and acquirements can serve in this crisis without
an absolute renunciation of claptrap. Those who cannot attain to this have
no part in the future which is before us. Real insight and real progress are
impossible for them; Jesus would have said of them: they cannot enter into
the kingdom of God." Many men and many insti~l!tions felt the lash of his
tongue.
In concluding his valuable study, the author attributes Arnold's frequently juxtaposed artistic triumphs and dismal lapses to hi~ undisciplined
and divided mind and spirit, which oscillated between disinterestedness
and heated per:sonal feeling. The light which .Mr. Brown has shed upon
Arnold's mental and spiritual conflict is invaluable for the student of Arnold
and for the general reader.
NORTON B. CROWELL
'1

A

.}

_

Rage for Order, by Austin Warren. Chicago: 1J1e University of Chicago
Press, 1948. $3.00.
Edmund Spenser and the Faerie Queene, by Leicester Bradner. Chicago:
The University of Chicago Pr~ss, 1948. $2.75.
~.

_

tj

h

The nine metaphysical poets and novelists to whom Mr. Warren devotes separate essays are somewhat loosely related by an aesthetic theory
abbreviated in the title, Rage for Order, itself. a phrase out of a Wallace
Stevens poem. The idea is that the artist seeks' to recreate through the passion of his perception "an ikon or image of the 'real world' " in his work a superiorly ordered universe. If he succeeds "there· is an equilibrium which
is also a tension, where there is a rage waiting to be ordered and a rage
to find, or to make,. that ordering." It is a good principle, though somewhat over-obvious as a basis for extended literary criticism. Fortunately,
, after his Preface, Mr. Warren drops it, so that we"come to accept it rather
as a convenient epigraph than as the goal of study.
Mr. Warren is not fetishistic about terminology. He is comfortable with
words. In a discussion of Edward Taylor, the seventeenth century American
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prumtlve, the term metaphysical~ which has in recent years outraged so
many literary consciences, is gingerly· replaced by the blander7 less definitive
and less accusatory counter, baroque. Then later, in an enthusiastic review
of the novels of E. M. Forster, the. original sense of the word!equilibrium is
Huffed out to signify both the best habit of humanist perc1ption and. the
canny balance achieved by the acrobat who juggles the world like a ball
from his wire near the top of the circus tent. Because the! book is really
a collection of separate essays previously published in the ~uarterlies, one
does not question its unity, especially since it is possible to ~ppreciate the
writer's muscular style, his epigrammatic sentence, and the s~pple, inobtrusive way he uses his considerable learning.
.
Warren is best with his poets: Taylor, Herbert, Pope, Hopkins, and
Yeats. For he has a way of vivifying uniquely poetic problems through inoffensive biographical and historical allusions to personal and tradit~onal
concerns, and through his careful and invariable perceptions of prosodic
elements in poetry. Occasionally this leads him into sensational analogy;
yet, as in the case of Hopkins, it is sometimes an analogy which can be
'
fruitful of an insight beyond the scope of immediate intention:
•.. Hopkins' poetry finds partial parallels in Holst, Delius,~and Vaughan Williams.
Avoiding the archaism of Warlock and Dolmetsch, they sought to resume the line
of English music where its genuine succession was interrupted-at the Restoration,
and to go creatively back to the English glory of folksong and madrigal and the
modal scales, to Dowland, Bull, and Byrd. Similarly, Hopkins seems to be reaching
back. while he is reaching forward. to an "English" poetry. ProbaBly, we may add,
.to an "English Catholic" poetry; and suppose that his pushing back to the Elizabethans had some incentive in his desire to get back of the Reformation to an
. .England at once Catholic and English.

>

And fruitful again when, as in Pope's last work,"the Dunciad~ .he sees the
poet's rumorous sense of the doom of the Enlightenment.
With the novelists, Hawthorne, Kafka, Forster, and James, Mr. Warren
achieves less of the kind of definitive, clarity one finds in his use of the
poets. His style becomes almost sartorial as his statements bob to the surface. He rephrases the ideas of other critics, and is satisfied, less reasonably,
with simply descriptive and comparative adumbrations of creative problems. Except for the treatment of E. M. Forster, in whom he delights as
an ideal stylist, the. humanist's novelist, the essays on -the 'rprose writers
seem disappointing and incomplete.
l
Yet Rage for Order deserves consideration with Eliot's famous essays
on. the metaphysical poets as one of the best written and m9st perceptive
\
books of recent years in tliat field.
Mr. Bradner pretends to no original .evaluation of Edrimnd Spenser
or the Faerie Queene. It is a book meant for the non-academfc reader who
was once given the impression by the wrong professor that ~penser was a
stuffy and dead allegorist. Mr. Bradner is a professor who ~oves Spenser,
and he is determined to make him palatable without unnecessary oversimplification. The nice thing is that he succeeds with a minimt/Im of private
.>
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lecture-platform humor. One gets a man-sized picture of a bustling 'sixteenth century poet's' life, accurate summaries of all Spenser's poems, including the. Faerie Queene, and fairly well digested portions of literary
interpretation from the better Spenser critics and scholars.
One is finally grateful to Mr. Bradner because he manages to communicate, what other books on Spenser in solemn concourse have agreed
to ignore, that a great deal of the genuine excitement in the Faerie Queene
comes from the same kind of mixed ribaldry and melodrama (bedroom
scenes, last-minute rescues, near-seductions, primitive animal and nature
lore) which one finds in modern Grade B romances, mystery thrillers, and
cowboy films.
EDWIN HONIG

The James Family, Including Selections from the R:ritings of Henry James,
Senior, William, Henry, & Alice James, by F. O. Matthiessen. New
York: Alfred A Knopf, 1947· $6.75.
Reading this book is much like looking through a family scrapbook
while a friend of long standing in the family sits beside you. He explains
the documents and the occasional pictures. Additional anecdote, not included among the items of the collection, he also gives with zest and acc;uracy.
If you do not know the family very well, his commentary will make the
event important as an introduction; and if you already know the family,
or are acquainted with one or two of its members, you will also feel well
rewarded by a filling out of your. knowledge of it.
In The James Family, Mr. Matthiessen performs excellently in his role
of a friend of long standing. Within seven large sections he has arranged
many letters, essay fragments, and complete essays or chapters from the extensive writing of the family. The- arrangement is loosely chronological; we
progress from the fat\ter through the family circle to certain "formulations"
of each. 9£ .the childt:en at an early stage in their careers. Then we come to
four sections which emphasize the mature thought and character of the
two most famous members, the psychologist and novelist. The displays in
these sections include material that 'it widely available as well as materialthat is little known: in the latter category are letters, some of which are now
printed for the first time, and reviews; in the former category the reader
will find such selections as "The Will to Believe" and "The Moral Equiva-lent of War" by William James, and "The Art of Fiction" and part of The
American Scene by Henry James.
The four final sections do not, however, overlook the ideas of the elder
James or of the daughter Alice. The book centers in the family as a group.
As William James said of his brother Henry, "He's really . . . a native of
the James family, and has no other country." But the family also represents
the American Intellectual tradition at its best. Showing greatly the influence
of Emerson, the family realized most ~ truly that influence in differing from
Emerson and in c;lirecting its attention to those comers of experience into
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which he did not move. Looking at man theologically, scientiifically, and
aesthetically (depending on the point of view of the father or the elder or
younger son), the family constantly urged man's dignity and the ultimate
recognition of that dignity by sympathetic understandin$ from within.
In developing his group biography in this way, Mr. Matthiessen has
produced a work with an effect of unity that certainly surpas~es that of a
scrapbook. As he says in the preface, he regards his own role ias that of a
director of a play. Whether The James Family is play or scr~pbook, Mr.
Matthiessen has produced a kind of critical group biography th~t results in a
novel form and spirit. It is true that at times one may feel that the documents suffer from too much explanation or that conversely the explanatory
matter is too casual to justify the documents. But one leaves the whole book
feeling that its editor has happily handled an abundance of material and
given to it a new sense of significance.
I
.
GEoiGE ARMS
>

Hart Crane, by BroID Weber. New York: The Bodley Press, 1948. $4.50•

if·

. Mr. Brom Weber's Hart Crane is a thick, ambitious book which, when
it is more widely acknowledged, will undoubtedly become the standard
guide to the life and work of the poet. It is a compendious ~ffort, bright
in its insights, brighter in its unfulfilled promises, but dark in its overscrupulous explications of theory, and darker in its prosaic rendering of the
poet's intense life and spirit. It is poorly organized, somewhat illogically
.chaptered, and most notably, defensive in tone - a contagion quite possibly
contracted from the poet's own lifelong fear of the worl~'s three-headed
monster: hostility, misinterpretation, indifference. And defensiveness in a
militant conscience breeds the sense of prolific obligations; -then the need
to fulfill them all results in stacking the table so high that proportion, the
ability to weight and balance, yields to the finicky impulse 'to count each
item in the pile.
.
Hart Crane wrote poetry from 1916 to 1932, a period full of the fractured
drama of modern history. And Crane no less than any oilier sensitive
artist was fed and denied by its energies. Thus we are interested in kn~wing
how and why he was impelled to live in and travel from Akron, Cleveland,
New York, Woodstock, Patterson, Paris, the Isle of Pines, etc.· We are also
interested in knowing why he was so disastrously thwarted by the parental,
economic, and literary standards of his time (and our thne), which he halfrevered. And we want to know about the exciting books he read and about
his closest friendships. Mr. Weber fills half his book with a close documentary account of just these things. But the account is heavy:.footed, overloaded with long deviations on the results of readings from .books which
Crane himself read or must have read. And from such intellectually bloated
sources we are asked to shape some idea of Crane's "literary p~rsonality."
The readings of adolescence which kindled the poet's first imaginative responses suddenly grow into a massive faggot of ideas called "Crane's aesthetic
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theories." Mr. Weber, of course, offers countless examples of Crane's prose.
And through these we see the. poet's frantic need to be understood and to
understand himself: writing self-consciously, justifying himself against un-,
favorable opinion with as little real calm as Gerard Manley Hopkins before
him, writing about prosody to rationalize his own poetic experiments.. But
one feels that in the case of both these poets there were deeper things than
their face-valued aesthetic theories to explain their devoted poetic tlistortions: their personal aberrations and alienations from an unpropitious-<time,
from the battering tides of economic disorder which continually left Cr!lne,
at least, a fish gasping on the shore. It is not that Mr~ Weber does not imply
the existence of these deeper things;' the voluminous facts themselves, simply
by being uncovered, say as much. But they are nowhere tied together, firmly
delineated and summed up within a cogent pattern. And so the picture
one gets of the poet is on the run, up and down through Crane's year-to-year.
spiritual disintegration, in and out of Mr. Weber's often ponderous asides,
here and there through occasio;nal fragments of poetic quotation.
The critical section of the book - at least the section devoted to a
structural analysis of Crane's longest poem, The Bridge - is more unified
and more illuminating. Requiring no narrative sense and no dramatic
ability to reconstruct the facts of history and biography, it allows Mr. Weber
full use of his own best talent, which is exegetical. Through the writer's
close familiarity with Crane's most difficult and most hrilliant passages, the
reader is impelled to a startling recognition of the poet's exact genius. Such
close analysis~does more to justify Mr. ''''eher's faith in Crane's poetic
stature than me overwhelming bulk of his patiently gathered data which
.
make up most of the book.
The book has a great many virtues which cannot, unfortunately (and
perhaps, in a sense, unfairly to Mr. Weber), be rehearsed in a brief review.
The material one finds in the large appendices - from Crane's uncollected
verse and prose, his letters, reviews and essays, and a discarded draft of The
Bridge - provide fascinating laboratory material for anyone delving into
the poetic process. Further: in the year-to-year predicament of Hart Crane
one senses the predicament of n,ine tenths of the serious writers in the world
to~y. And finally, nowhere recently has there appeared as truthful and as
typical a portrait of the American artist, dressed in all his tragic rags, as
in this book about Crane. To those who are shaken by the work and fate
of Poe, Whitman, and Melville, Mr. Weber's book will provide alarming
confirmation of the view that great poetic failures, which demand a superhuman expense of spirit, provide die American tradition with its strongest
literary distinction.
E D WIN H 0 N I G
The Road through the Wall) by Shirley Jackson. New York: Farrar, Straus
and Company, Inc.; 1948. $2.75.
Whichever street in the neighborhood that children pick to meet and
play on has a figurative wall which marks off the boundary between the
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permissible and the forbidden. In depicting the combined feelin~ of security
and imprisonment which characterizes such a street for the children, and
in tracing the little walls of discrimination which they build up among
themselves with mortar supplied by their parents, Shirley Jackson does a
convincing job of writing. But in making this wall a physical reality, and
in introducing a character who reads portentous excerpts from the Bible
pertaining to the tearing down of walls and the consequent destruction, the
author employs a central symbol which is at once both obvio~s and overconvenient. Admittedly the wall serves to implicate more closel, the parents
of the neighborhood, which is important to the author. But she is not as
successful in handling them as she is the children. They tend to be types
rather than three-dimensional portraits, and the author's use of restrained
language does not preclude inappropriate caricature. The resu~t is.,that the
adultS emerge as representations, and to this extent at least the seams of
'
purpose show too plainly.
This purpose involves various interplays: children and adults, neighborhood and society, permanence and flux - with the meaning attempting
always to move outward from the incidental to the symbolic. Perhaps the
attempt is too conscious. It is my feeling that with fewer ambitions the
book would have achieved more. Separate scenes are powerful and the
ending produces effective vibrations, but on the whole there is too much
wash on this fragile line.
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